Proteochemometric Recognition of Stable Kinase Inhibition Complexes Using Topological Autocorrelation and Support Vector Machines
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Intensive research has been performed on computational design of kinase inhibitors using molecular dynamics simulations, docking and quantitative structure−activity relationship (QSAR) analyses, all of which have their own limitations. In this paper, we report the application of proteochemometrics, a ligand-target modeling approach, to the recognition of stable and unstable kinase-inhibitor complexes using support vector machines (SVM) classifiers. The algorithm consists of creating topological autocorrelation descriptors for kinases and inhibitors and then development of SVM models to relate the feature vectors to the stability class (stable or unstable) of hypothetical protein-inhibitor complexes. The approach based on the autocorrelation features was compared with fragment-based approach and the former was found to outperform the latter. The final classifier could recognize 82% of data to be stable or unstable using jackknife type of validation and test set prediction. Analysis of substructure classification showed a very homogeneous behavior of the model on the whole target-ligand space. The predictor is available online at http://gibk21.bse.kyutech.ac.jp/AUTOkinI/SVMpredictor.html.

1. INTRODUCTION

Death by cancer has recently increased all around the world.1 For example, in US this illness has surpassed heart disease as the leading cause of death for people under 85 years age.2 It has been reported that the improvements in conventional cancer treatments, such as surgery, radiation, and cytotoxic chemotherapy will not substantially impact the clinical outcomes for cancer patients in the future.3 Because of this, research has focused on alternative clinical strategy, such as the development of a variety of protein-targeted molecule-based cancer therapies, especially selective kinase inhibitors.4 Need for the discovery of novel kinase inhibitors has therefore acquired a particular significance and, in turn, has led to more basic efforts at the understanding of kinase inhibition process and methods to predict the stability of a potential kinase−inhibitor complex. There are approximately 500 kinases encoded in the human genome having potential role in cancer.2−4 A better understanding of kinase−substrate and kinase−inhibitor interactions at the molecular level is emerging and continues to be explored. The number of available high-resolution X-ray crystal structures of kinase-inhibitor complexes has substantially increased during recent years. Structural information obtained from these complexes has become an important guide in designing selective potential kinase inhibitors. It is of utmost importance to make the best use of available structure information from these complexes in order to predict the behavior of hypothetical complexes as an aid for inhibitor design.5,6

The use of computer-aided design methods can help in extracting the structural features and binding characteristics of the active sites of kinases and ultimately help in minimizing kinase inhibitor-related side effects of drugs by increasing specificity.7−9 Molecular dynamics and docking-type techniques have helped in elucidating the structural diversity of kinases and their specific interactions with inhibitors.10−19 On the other hand, quantitative structure−activity relationship (QSAR) studies have been successfully applied to the modeling of inhibitor activities.20−31 In addition, protein QSAR models have been developed to predict enzyme activity from protein 3D structure.33−37 However, additional efforts are needed to take the results of computational studies to the level of experimental accuracy, both to provide a screened set of compounds and predict the outcome of experiments.

In this paper, we have applied structural fragments and topological autocorrelations approaches to a ligand data set with known inhibitory activities toward 62 kinases. A target-ligand approach named proteochemometrics (PCM)38 was employed for the development of classification models of kinase inhibition. The structural information of the target kinase was encoded in sequence fragments (SF) descriptors and amino acids sequence autocorrelation (AASA) vectors.39−42 Similarly, the structure information of ligands was extracted by fragment and topological approaches. Subsequently, support vector machines (SVMs) model is used to classify hypothetical complexes into stable and unstable classes.

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.1. Data Set. The kinase inhibition data: A total of 8235 inhibitors for 95 sequences of kinase, was obtained from our
in-house manually curated and annotated protein–ligand interaction data in ProLINT database.\textsuperscript{43} Annotations include comprehensive information about experimentally determined thermodynamic, structural, clinical and activity parameters. Kinase sequences were retrieved from UniProt database\textsuperscript{44} and added to the kinase inhibition data set. Instant JChem software\textsuperscript{45} was used for chemical database management. In many cases, ProLINT data do not contain or have ambiguous values for some of the parameters for a given interaction, as it may have not been reported in the corresponding literature source. The data set was therefore filtered according to the following criteria: (1) inhibitors reporting IC\(_{50}\) (81\% of kinase source. The data set was therefore filtered according to the bioavailability constraint (molecular weight <500 g/mol), and (3) inhibitors reporting unambiguous sequence information for the kinase on which experiment was performed.

After the filtering process, the redundant entries were removed and finally a data set of 3595 nonredundant inhibition complexes of 2233 unique inhibitors with 62 kinases from 19 kinase families was selected (data available from the authors upon request). Inhibition complexes were labeled into two classes according to the affinity threshold of 1 \(\mu\)M: “stable” class (IC\(_{50}\) < 1 \(\mu\)M) and “unstable” class (IC\(_{50}\) > 1 \(\mu\)M) yielding 1200 stable and 2395 unstable complexes. Structural fragment (SF) descriptors and 2D autocorrelation vectors for the ligands were computed by Dragon software.\textsuperscript{46} Sequence structural fragment (SSF) descriptors were implemented in Matlab\textsuperscript{47} environment, and AASA vectors were computed by Protmetrics in-house software.\textsuperscript{48} The data set was divided into training (80\% data set) and test sets (20\% data set) by k-means clustering. Five clusters were generated and cases were homogeneously added to training and test sets by selecting instances from each cluster according to cluster’s sizes. The data set is available as Supporting Information. Predictor’s optimization was carried out by 3-fold-out (TFO) crossvalidation. The training set was divided into three subsets: two subsets were used for training the classifier and the rest subset was then predicted. This process was repeated until all the subsets were predicted.

### 2.2. Proteochemometrics (PCM) Modeling

PCM proposed by Wikberg,\textsuperscript{38} originates from chemometrics, the mathematical methods to analyze chemical data. PCM models describe the interactions between a set of macromolecules (such as proteins) and a series of ligands. These models are useful for predicting the affinities of new proteins for their ligands if the new molecules fall within the descriptor space of the protein–ligand pairs of the training data set. Similarly, one PCM model can predict the affinity of new ligands toward a group of related targets. A PCM experiment is typically described by three descriptor blocks; the ligand descriptor, protein descriptor, and ligand–protein cross-term blocks. A vector of variables of ligand descriptors characterizes each ligand. Similarly, each protein is described by protein descriptors. Depending on the problem, one or more descriptor blocks can be discarded. In our study, the cross-term blocks were discarded since nonlinearity was automatically incorporated into the models by a nonlinear kernel function. SVMs were trained with a feature matrix obtained by simple concatenation of the target descriptor and protein descriptor blocks.

#### 2.2.1. Structural Fragments Approach

##### 2.2.1.1. Structural Fragments (SF) Descriptors

SF were computed for ligands by counting 120 fragments in the chemical structures by Dragon computer software.\textsuperscript{46} The data set was divided into training (80\% data set) by counting 120 fragments in the chemical structures by Dragon computer software.\textsuperscript{46} and relative amino-acid compositions were computed for the kinase sequences by a Matlab\textsuperscript{47} code. Afterward, sequence structural fragments (SSF) descriptors (120 \(\times\) 1 row vector) were calculated in Matlab\textsuperscript{47} for each kinases as the matrix product of the amino-acid SF descriptors (120 \(\times\) 20 matrix) by the relative amino-acid composition of kinases (20 \(\times\) 1 column vector).

##### 2.2.1.2. Sequence Structural Fragments (SSF) Descriptors

SF descriptors were computed for the 20 amino acids by Dragon computer software\textsuperscript{46} and relative amino-acid compositions were computed for the kinase sequences by a Matlab\textsuperscript{47} code. Afterward, sequence structural fragments (SSF) descriptors (120 \(\times\) 1 row vector) were calculated in Matlab\textsuperscript{47} for each kinases as the matrix product of the amino-acid SF descriptors (120 \(\times\) 20 matrix) by the relative amino-acid composition of kinases (20 \(\times\) 1 column vector).

#### 2.2.2. Topological Autocorrelation Approach

##### 2.2.2.1. 2D Spatial Autocorrelation Vectors

The binding of a ligand to a target depends on the shape of the ligand and on a variety of factors such as molecular electrostatic potential, polarizability, hydrophobicity, and lipophilicity. Therefore, in a QSAR study the strategy for encoding molecular information, in some way, either explicitly or implicitly, should account for these physicochemical effects. Furthermore, data sets usually include molecules of different size with different numbers of atoms, so the structural encoding schemes must allow comparing such molecules. Thus, we were faced with the problem of having to compare molecules with different numbers of atoms. Information with variable length can be transformed into fixed-length information by autocorrelation.\textsuperscript{49}

Autocorrelation vectors have several useful properties. First, a substantial reduction in data can be achieved by limiting the topological distance, \(l\). Second, the autocorrelation coefficients are independent of the original atom numbering, so they are canonical. And third, the length of the correlation vector is independent of the size of the molecule.\textsuperscript{49}

For the autocorrelation vectors, H-depleted molecular structure is represented as a graph and physicochemical properties of atoms (i.e., atomic van der Waals volumes, atomic Sanderson electronegativities, and atomic polarizabilities) as real values assigned to the graph vertices.

These descriptors can be obtained by summing up the products of certain properties of two atoms, located at given topological distances or spatial lag in the molecular graph. Broto-Moreau’s autocorrelation vectors were employed for encoding the topological structure of the kinase inhibitors.

Broto-Moreau’s autocorrelation coefficient\textsuperscript{49} is defined as

\[
\text{ATS}l_{pk} = \sum_{ij} \delta(l, d_{ij}) \delta_p p_{d} p_{ij}
\]

where \(\text{ATS}l_{pk}\) is Broto-Moreau’s autocorrelation coefficient at spatial lag \(l\), \(p_{ij}\) and \(p_{ji}\) are the values of property \(k\) of atom \(i\) and \(j\), respectively, and \(\delta(l, d_{ij})\) is a delta function defined as

\[
\delta(l, d_{ij}) = \begin{cases} 
1 & \text{if } d_{ij} = l \\
0 & \text{if } d_{ij} \neq l 
\end{cases}
\]

where \(d_{ij}\) is the topological distance or spatial lag between atoms \(i\) and \(j\).

Dragon computer software\textsuperscript{41} was used for calculating the 2D autocorrelation vectors at spatial lags ranging from 1 to 8 and weighted by 3 atomic properties: atomic van der Waals...
vectors were computed. ghrelin receptor and the conformational stability of human residues. We recently introduced the AASA vectors for structure as a linear graph with nodes formed by amino-acid ture as a linear graph with nodes formed by amino-acid sequences considering protein primary struc-
ture. Particularly, AASA vectors of lag \( l \) are calculated as follows:

\[
\text{AASA}_l p_k = \frac{1}{L} \sum_j \delta_{ij} p_k p_{ij}
\]

where AASA\( l \) is the AASA at spatial lag \( l \) weighted by the \( p_k \) property, \( L \) is the number of elements in the sum, \( p_{ij} \) and \( p_{ij} \) are the values of property \( k \) of amino acids \( i \) and \( j \) in the sequence, respectively, and \( \delta(l, d_i) \) is the delta function in eq \( 2 \).

For example, if we consider the decapeptide ASTCGF- lysozyme, gene V protein, and chymotrypsin inhibitor 2 residues. We recently introduced the AASA vectors for structural risk whereas previous techniques were usually based on minimization of empirical risk. SVM is usually less vulnerable to the overfitting problem and it can deal with a large number of features.

The mapping into the feature space is performed by a kernel function. There are several parameters in the SVM, including the kernel function and regularization parameter. The kernel function and its specific parameters, together with regularization parameter, cannot be set from the optimization problem but have to be tuned by the user. These can be optimized by the use of Vapnik-Chervonenkis bounds, crossvalidation, an independent optimization set, or Bayesian learning. In this paper, the Radial Basic Function (RBF) was used as kernel function. A grid search was implemented for setting two SVM’s parameters, regularization parameter (\( C \)) and width (\( \sigma^2 \)) of the RBF kernel, to optimum values. The optimization inside the grid search was driven by TFO crossvalidation. Prior to SVM training all descriptors were normalized in a range \([-1, 1]\). The toolbox used to implement the SVM with RBF kernel (RBF-SVM) was LIBSVM for Matlab by Chang and Lin, which was downloaded from http://www.csie.ntu.edu.tw/ cjlin/libsvm/.

2.5. Validation of Model. The efficiency of the SVM predictor for the classification problem was evaluated using a set of statistics listed below.

The overall accuracy is

\[
Q^2 = \frac{\sum s Q_s}{N}
\]

where \( p \) is the total number of correctly predicted inhibition complexes and \( N \) is the total number of inhibition complexes. The Mathew’s correlation coefficient \( Cr \) is defined as

\[
Cr(s) = \frac{[p(s)n(s) - u(s)o(s)]}{D}
\]

where \( D \) is the normalization factor

\[
D = [(p(s) + u(s))(p(s) + o(s))^{1/2} + (n(s) + u(s))(n(s) + o(s))]^{1/2}
\]

for each class \( s \) (and for stable and unstable inhibition complexes), \( p(s) \) and \( n(s) \) are the number of correct predictions and correctly rejected assignments, respectively and \( u(s) \) and \( o(s) \) are the number of under- and overpredictions.

The coverage for each discriminant structure \( s \) is evaluated as

\[
Q_s = \frac{p(s)}{p(s) + u(s)}
\]

where \( p(s) \) and \( u(s) \) are the same as in eq \( 10 \)

The accuracy for \( s \) is computed as

\[
P_s = \frac{p(s)}{p(s) + o(s)}
\]

where \( p(s) \) and \( o(s) \) are the same as in eq \( 8 \).

\( Q(+) \) and \( Q(-) \) are sensitivity and specificity of stable class prediction, while \( P(+) \) and \( P(-) \) are precision scores.

Optimum models were selected with maximum F-score known as the harmonic mean of sensitivity and positive precision given as follows:
\[
F = 2 \times \frac{(Q(+) \times P(+) + P(+) \times Q(-))}{(Q(+)+ P(+)) (Q(-)+ P(-))}
\]  

3. RESULTS

3.1. Clustering Analysis. Selectivity of the 19 kinase families was first explored by cluster analysis. Two sets of variables, structural fragments and 2D autocorrelation vectors were calculated for the 1200 active ligands on the data set. Afterward, k-means clustering algorithm yielded 19 ligand clusters (same as the number of kinase families) for each descriptor type. To evaluate the efficiency of kinase selectivity in the two descriptor’s sets, we matched ligand clusters with the different kinase families.

Distributions of the two sets of 19 ligand clusters on the 19 kinase families are shown in Figure 1. The cluster distributions depict different patterns. Tyrosine kinase family was the most populated in both graphs but distributions of the ligand clusters on this kinase family differ. In addition, we built two dendrograms by clustering kinase families according to the distributions of the ligand clusters in the families. Figure 2 depicts dendrograms for both descriptor types showing 5 clusters. The dendrogram in Figure 2A exhibits similar distributions of kinase families in the clusters in comparison with the dendrogram in Figure 2B. The five clusters in Figure 2A represent 4 kinase families and a group of 15 kinase families. The single-family clusters are tyrosine kinase, cyclin, AGC Ser/Thr protein kinase, and atypical kinases. In turn, Figure 2B depicts three single-family clusters, tyrosine kinases, AGC Ser/Thr protein kinases, and atypical kinases, one cluster with two families, CMGC Ser/Thr protein kinase and TKL Ser/Thr protein kinase, and a ten-family cluster. The distributions of the kinase families in the several ten-families clusters differ at lower squared Euclidean distances.

The clustering points out that independently allocated kinase families are inhibited by different chemical scaffolds. At the same time, families in multiple clusters could share some active ligand similarity depending on each encoding scheme. Especially, the allocation of CMGC Ser/Thr protein kinase and TKL Ser/Thr protein kinase in the same cluster in Figure 2B suggests a similar inhibition scaffold for these families according to the topological approach.

We also evaluated the ability of a fragment and its topological descriptors to distinguish between active and inactive chemical scaffolds in the data set. The mean squared differences between the normalized descriptors of active and inactive inhibitors were 0.361 and 0.334 from the fragment- and topological-based approaches, respectively. These values significantly differed from the mean squared differences of 100 scrambled partitions of active and inactive ligands, which were about \(10^{-2}\) for both descriptor types. Topological autocorrelation descriptors differentiate slightly better between active and inactive inhibitors in comparison with the fragment approach.

Besides this preliminary qualitative analysis, we attempted to develop classifiers of the ligand affinity toward kinases by SVM training. In silico modeling of the kinomics can be performed using PCM because it offers an interesting framework for multitarget inhibition problems. Interactions between a series of proteins and a series of ligands can be considered in a unique model. Besides predicting the affinity of new ligands toward a group of related targets, prediction of affinities for the new proteins against a set of ligands can also be calculated. In this way, inhibition complexes rather than isolated inhibitors or targets are considered as a unified data set for model development. In our study, structural fragments and topological autocorrelation features of targets and ligands were combined to train the SVM classifiers with the stability of kinase-inhibitor complexes (experimental values of IC\(_{50}\)) forming the target vectors. Kinase-inhibitor complexes were classified as low-affinity (unstable) and high-affinity (stable) inhibition complexes.

3.2. Structural Fragments Classifier. SF and SSF descriptors computed for the kinase sequences and the 2D structural sketches of the inhibitors were combined into a single feature matrix by simple concatenation of target and ligand descriptors blocks. The data set was separated into a training set with 2696 inhibition complexes (80%) and a test set with 899 inhibition complexes (20%).

In a first attempt, we implemented a linear kernel but the highest crossvalidation accuracy was only about 65%. Then,
accuracies for recognizing stable and unstable inhibition complexes are about 80% for recognizing stable and unstable inhibition complexes are adequate.

3.3. Topological Autocorrelation Classifier. Topological features were computed from the primary sequence of the kinases and the 2D sketch of the inhibitor structure descriptors (Table 2SI in Supporting Information). Similar to the fragment-based classifier, the data set was separated into training and test sets in the same way.

A linear kernel could only produce a poor performance (67% accuracy) in a cross-validated training. Then, adjusting SVM parameters throughout a TFO crossvalidation in a grid search yielded an optimum nonlinear SVM classifier with crossvalidation results shown in Table 2. In Table 2, complex-wise statistics refers to the basic crossvalidation experiments in which only nonredundant complexes were included. In this case, an overall complex-wise TFO crossvalidation accuracy of 82% was achieved for the classification of inhibition complexes with a correlation coefficient $Cr = 0.63$. Crossvalidation accuracies to identify stable $Q(+) = 0.85$ and unstable inhibition complexes $Q(-) = 0.81$ resulted similar to the overall accuracy. These accuracies and the correlation coefficient are higher than the statistics reported in Table 1 for the fragment-based predictor.

Fragment descriptors are more intuitive and easy to interpret, but they only account for substructure occurrences on the structure and lack the information of connectivity and sequence order. In contrast, 2D autocorrelation vectors account for property distributions on the topological structure accounting for atom arrangements in the bidimensional molecular sketch and amino-acid residue distributions along the protein sequence. In view of the training set results, we conclude that autocorrelation approach outperforms the fragment-based classifier and it is more convenient for modeling kinase inhibition.

In addition, the stability of the optimum topological model to recognize new ligands and kinases was evaluated. We performed two additional crossvalidation experiments in which kinase complex sharing similar ligands were kept in the same data subset during crossvalidation, we called this experiments ligand-wise crossvalidation, similarly we run another crossvalidation in which complexes of the same kinase were kept in the same subset and this was called adjusting SVM parameters throughout a TFO crossvalidation in a grid search yielded a nonlinear classifier with crossvalidation results shown in Table 1. An overall TFO crossvalidation accuracy of 78% for the classification of inhibition complexes was achieved with a correlation coefficient $Cr = 0.53$. It is noteworthy that crossvalidation accuracies for recognizing stable $Q(+) = 0.75$ and unstable inhibition complexes $Q(-) = 0.78$ are equivalent to the overall accuracy achieved. Taking into account that the predictor was trained with structural fragment information from targets and ligands, these accuracies about 80% for recognizing stable and unstable inhibition complexes are adequate.

### Table 1. Crossvalidation and Prediction Statistics for the Training and Test Sets According to the Fragment SVM Model for the Classification of the Stability of Kinase Inhibition Complexes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Experiment</th>
<th>$Q^2$</th>
<th>$Q(+) - Q(-)$</th>
<th>$P(+) - P(-)$</th>
<th>$Cr$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Training set</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>0.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test set prediction</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>0.88</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^a$ + and $-$: the indexes were evaluated for stable ($IC_{50} < 1 \mu M$) and unstable ($IC_{50} > 1 \mu M$) kinase inhibition complexes, respectively. $Q^2$ is the number of correct predictions/number of examples; $P(s)$ is the number of correct prediction for class $s$/all prediction made for $s$; $Q(s)$ is the number of correct prediction for class $s$/observed in class $s$; $Cr$ is Matthews’s correlation coefficient. $Q(+) - Q(-)$ are sensitivity and specificity of stable class prediction, and $P(+) - P(-)$ are precision scores.

### Table 2. Crossvalidation and Prediction Statistics for the Training and Test Sets According to the Optimum Topological SVM Model with for the Classification of the Stability of Kinase Inhibition Complexes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Experiment</th>
<th>$Q^2$</th>
<th>$Q(+) - Q(-)$</th>
<th>$P(+) - P(-)$</th>
<th>$Cr$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Training set</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>0.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crossvalidation</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>0.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test set prediction</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>0.48</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^a$ SVM parameters were $\sigma^2 = 0.091$ and $C = 1.36$. $+$ and $-$: The indexes were evaluated for stable ($IC_{50} < 1 \mu M$) and unstable ($IC_{50} > 1 \mu M$) kinase inhibition complexes, respectively. $Q^2$ is the number of correct predictions/number of examples; $P(s)$ is the number of correct prediction for class $s$/all prediction made for $s$; $Q(s)$ is the number of correct prediction for class $s$/observed in class $s$; $Cr$ is Matthews’s correlation coefficient. $Q(+) + Q(-)$ are sensitivity and specificity of stable class prediction, and $P(+) + P(-)$ are precision scores.
kinase-wise crossvalidation. The results of these experiments are reported in Table 2, overall accuracy for ligand-wise crossvalidation was 82%, illustrating that the model correctly classifies the affinity of novel ligands toward existing kinases. All further reported statistical analysis for kinase families (Table 3 and 5) and ligand chemotypes (Table 4) were performed on ligand-wise crossvalidation. Interestingly, the kinase-wise 10-fold-out crossvalidation in Table 2 showed that the model differentiated complexes of new kinase with overall accuracy about 65% and stable complexes with accuracy of 75%. This result, although discrete, is noteworthy taking into account that when removing highly represented kinases from the training subset also large series of inhibitors are left out. This fact corroborates the relevance of the topological feature space to model kinase inhibition as well as the self-consistency of the optimum SVM model.

### 3.4. Performance of the Optimum Topological Autocorrelation Classifier for Different Kinase Families and Chemotypes

Kinase inhibition data set includes inhibitory activities of a diverse chemical space toward 19 kinase families. It is very interesting to analyze the optimum classifier performance for each kinase family in the data set. The classification accuracies of SVM predictor for each kinase family are shown in Table 3. The predictor performance was very homogeneous to all families. The overall accuracies for the recognition of stable and unstable inhibition complexes were higher than 67% for all but one the kinase families. However, the classifier was unable to recognize stable inhibition complexes of seven protein kinase families with low occurrences of stable complexes in the crossvalidation experiments. This fact suggests that the training set information is very diversified and generalization from one family to the others is very difficult inside the training set. In addition to the low statistical significances of the stable inhibitors of these families in the data set, another factor accounting for these low accuracies in crossvalidation experiments could be the complexity of the target-ligand interactions for these kinase families. In this regard, a recent review on QSAR modeling of binding affinities stated that conformational changes and binding site flexibility lead to the conclusion

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>kinase family</th>
<th>Q²</th>
<th>Q²(+)</th>
<th>Q²(−)</th>
<th>occurrence ratio (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AGC Ser/Thr protein kinase</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>7.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAMK Ser/Thr protein kinase</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAMP-dependent kinase</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>3.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>regulatory chain</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMGC Ser/Thr protein kinase</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>1.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cyclin</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>1.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DCK/DGK</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>herpes virus thymidine kinase</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>1.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PDGF/VEGF growth factor</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PI3/PI4-kinase</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.48</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PI3K p85 subunit</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PP1 inhibitor</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phosphoglycerate kinase</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>4.15</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phosphorylase b kinase</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>regulatory chain</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STE Ser/Thr protein kinase</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ser/Thr protein kinase</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TKL Ser/Thr protein kinase</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>thymidine kinase</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tyr protein kinase</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>68.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>atypical kinase</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>5.19</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a and −: the indexes were evaluated for stable (IC₅₀ < 1 µM) and unstable (IC₅₀ > 1 µM) kinase inhibition complexes, respectively. Q² is the number of correct predictions/number of examples; Q²(s) is the number of correct prediction for class s/observed in class s. Q²(+) and Q²(−) are sensitivity and specificity of stable class prediction.

### Table 4. Ligand-Wise TFO Crossvalidation and Prediction Accuracies for Training and Test Sets for 30 Substructures in the Kinase Inhibitors Data Set According to the Optimum Topological Classifier

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Substr.</th>
<th>Q²</th>
<th>Q²(+)</th>
<th>Q²(−)</th>
<th>Occ.(%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Oxytocin</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>testosterone</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Occ.(%)</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a and −: the indexes were evaluated for “stable” (IC₅₀ < 1 µM) and “unstable” (IC₅₀ > 1 µM) kinase inhibition complexes, respectively. Q² is the number of correct predictions/number of examples; Q²(s) is the number of correct prediction for class s/observed in class s. Q²(+) and Q²(−) are sensitivity and specificity of stable class prediction. Occ.(%) is the occurrence ratio.
that similar analogs bind to the same binding site in different modes. Furthermore, the binding site residues in the ligand-protein interactions are not the same due to the difference in the flexible binding site residues.\textsuperscript{53}

Although our approach is alignment- and conformation-independent, identical or closely related inhibitor structures, which interact in different ways, can cause model failure for such inhibition complexes. However, one of the advantages of the alignment- and structure-free protein activity/function prediction methods is that they are less prone to be affected by protein folding or ligand's binding orientation. At the same time, for QSAR studies, when the binding mechanism and orientation are unknown and if a broad variety of targets are processed, it is usually accepted that more robust and accurate models can be derived from 2D-structure encoding frameworks rather than 3D detailed description of the molecules.

According to Table 3, kinase families with the highest occurrence ratios on the training set exhibit crossvalidation accuracies higher than 80\%. Those kinase families are Tyr protein kinase, AGC Ser/Thr protein kinase, Phosphoglycerate kinase and CAMP-dependent kinase regulatory chain families with occurrence ratios of 68.81\%, 7.97\%, 4.15\%, and 3.52\%, respectively. Among these families, tyrosine protein kinase has been most studied for targeting cancer. Tyrosine protein kinase directly participates in cell growth through the signal passing pathways. Five types of proteins participate in the growth control of mammalian cells: growth factors, growth factor receptors, intracellular transducers, nuclear transcription factors, and cell cycle control proteins. Some cell surface receptors have an extracellular ligand-binding domain attached to an integral protein tyrosine kinase in their cytoplasmic domain. These receptors transmit the growth signal by phosphorylating their tyrosine residues as well as one or more target of proteins, thus initiating a cascade of events.\textsuperscript{21} It is widely accepted that protein tyrosine kinases play a fundamental role in cancer. That is why they became attractive therapeutic targets and it has provided impetus for an extensive effort to develop specific inhibitors of these enzymes as chemotherapeutic agents. An overall high performance (\sim80\%) of our classifier in predicting the stable versus unstable complexes in this kinase family, therefore, has very useful practical implications to the inhibitor design problem.

We also analyzed the predictor behavior for different chemical subspaces on the inhibitor data set. In this sense, 30 substructural templates were considered for comparing the classifier accuracy regarding the different chemotypes on the modeled chemical space. As can be observed in Table 4, all the analyzed substructures showed overall accuracies about or higher than 70\% and accuracies for separate classes were lower than 50\% only for low affinity ligands bearing 1,3-dichlorobenzene substructure and high affinity ligands bearing m-methyltoluene. From this result we conclude that the classifier performed well over the chemical space represented by the kinase inhibitors in the training set.

### 3.5. Prediction of the Test Set

Crossvalidation accuracy gives an estimate of the internal consistency of the predictive models but a more realistic measurement of the prediction power can be achieved by predicting a blind test set. In Table 2, we show that the results from the topological-based classifier on such data sets also perform well and lead to an overall accuracy of about 81\% for the complex-wise evaluation. This is promising considering the fact that the test set prediction accuracies were in the same range as obtained in crossvalidation experiments of the training set in Table 2, thus excluding the possibility of overfitting. Classification of test set also performed well for the topological models taking into account that test set accuracy of the fragment-based predictor was 79\% (Table 1).

In addition, the ability of the topological predictor to recognize totally new ligands was estimated by evaluating the model accuracy for 462 out of the 899 kinase inhibition complexes in the test set for which ligands information was not available in the training set. This predictor correctly classified 82\% of the 462 kinase complexes with totally new ligands. Remarkably, stable complexes were recognized with accuracy of 91\% while the accuracy for the unstable complexes was 77\%. This result showed that the optimum classifier not only correctly learned the kinase inhibition pattern, but that the learned pattern was adequately generalized to the test set, including totally new high-affinity ligands.

Table 5 shows classification results for each kinase family on the test set. All kinase families in the test were classified with overall accuracies \geq55\%. Furthermore, classifier performance has accuracies over 80\% for 16 out of the 18 kinase families in the test set. The model failed to recognize only high affinity ligands of CAMP-dependent kinase regulatory chain family. Thus, the information from the training set was successfully generalized and the prediction results were very homogeneous to the majority of the kinase families in the test set.

Similarly, the analysis of the classifier performance on the test set according to different chemotypes shows that the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>kinase family</th>
<th>(Q^2)</th>
<th>(Q^+(%))</th>
<th>(Q^-(%))</th>
<th>occurrence ratio (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AGC Ser/Thr protein kinase</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>8.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAMK Ser/Thr protein kinase</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAMP-dependent kinase regulatory</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>4.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMGC Ser/Thr protein kinase</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cyclin</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DCK/DGK</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>0.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>herpes virus thymidine kinase</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PDGF/VEGF growth factor</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PI3/PI4-kineset</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PI3K p85 subunit</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>69.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PP1 inhibitor</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>4.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>phosphoglycerate kinase</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>8.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>phosphorylase b kinase regulatory</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>chain</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STE Ser/Thr protein kinase</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ser/Thr protein kinase</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TKL Ser/Thr protein kinase</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>thymidine kinase</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tyr protein kinase</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>69.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>atypical kinase</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>4.56</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(\text{++, --, and --: The indexes were evaluated for stable (IC}_{50}\text{ < 1 \mu M})\) and unstable (IC\(_{50}\text{ > 1 \mu M})\) kinase inhibition complexes, respectively. \(Q^2\) is the number of correct predictions/number of examples; \(Q^+\) is the number of correct prediction for class s observed in class s. \(Q^+(\%)\) and \(Q^-(\%)\) are sensitivity and specificity of stable class prediction.
classifiers attained similar performance to the training sets used in crossvalidation in Table 4. All the inhibitor types have overall accuracies about or higher 50% and only 1,3-difluorobenzene has accuracy <70%. Low affinity ligands bearing 1,3-dichlorobenzene chemotypes were classified with low accuracies and the predictor failed to recognize low affinity 1,3-difluorobenzene derivatives. Despite of the low prediction performance for these chemotypes, the overall performance of the predictor on this blind set is adequate. The classifier recognized the inhibition pattern from different kinase families and also properly discriminated between stable and unstable inhibitor complexes belonging to several chemical subspaces in the test set.

The differential relevance of the topological autocorrelation space for modeling kinase inhibition was evaluated by sensitivity analysis.36 The impact of each variable in the optimum model was estimated by measuring test set prediction accuracies for different modified feature matrices in which each autocorrelation vector at a time was replaced by a constant vector of same length. The magnitude of the importance of each input variable in the predictor was taken as the underperformance score defined as the ratio between $F$-scores (eq 11) for original and modified feature matrices. The sensibility analysis yields top-9 relevant autocorrelation vectors in descending order as follows: \( AASA3H > AASA2Ra > AASA4Ra > AASA5Re > AASA4ASA > AASA5ASA > ATS6s > ATS3e > ATS4e \). It is noteworthy that the most relevant inputs are kinase’s autocorrelations of thermodynamic transfer hydrophobicity \( (H_t) \), solvent-accessible reduction ratio \( (R_s) \) and solvent-accessibility area for native state \( (ASA_0) \), in combination with ligand’s autocorrelations of atomic volumes and electronegativities on the 2D structure sketch.

4. DISCUSSION

Inhibition of protein kinases can be broadly classified into three categories: ATP-competitive inhibition, substrate-competitive inhibition, and allosteric inhibition. Successful treatments of chronic myeloid leukemia and gastrointestinal stromal tumor with Gleevec\(^8\) have recently drawn much attention because of its excellent selectivity and its ability to bind to a precise inactive conformation of Abl kinase. However, the emergence of drug-resistant mutants\(^54\) and structural studies suggest that mutations in the kinase domain cause resistance to the Abl kinase inhibitor.\(^55\) Other studies have also shown that some inhibitors can recognize specific inactive conformation of B-Raf (1UWH) and p38 (1W83), whereas some others can inhibit the active form of Abl kinase.\(^56\) However, all of them have been shown to decrease or completely lose inhibitory activity toward some mutated kinase. In this sense, Thaimatta et al.\(^5\) in the review of kinase inhibitors stated that the modulation of kinase activity has not been sufficiently exploited for therapeutic purposes. These authors suggested that inhibition of a single kinase may be insufficient to achieve a therapeutic benefit, and that promiscuous small-molecule kinase inhibitors or cocktails of inhibitors may be more promising than selective agents by targeting several kinases. In view of these facts, different computational approaches for kinase drug design need to be exploited to find novel, more efficient and side-effect-free kinase inhibitors.

QSAR and docking techniques have formed the basis for predicting binding affinities in most cases.\(^57\) However, even if protein targets were closely related or if they correspond to the same protein family, different targets should constitute corresponding training sets to model multiple target-ligand systems. In this sense, when modeling affinities toward multiple targets; this technique produces a huge amount of models, each one applicable to a target. This makes the model’s interpretation and generalization difficult even for closely related targets. On the other hand, docking studies employ 3D structures from targets and ligands for generating interaction scores for ligand-target binding conformations. The main uses of docking are to select hits in virtual library screening and to evaluate 3D binding modes. This technique is very convenient to preselect “true binders” to build a chemical library from a virtual library. A detailed description of target and ligand 3D structures is needed for docking. However, generalizations can be made only for closely related targets for which very good alignments are available and ligands are also very similar.\(^53\) Generalized models for kinase inhibition that include ligands from different scaffolds will be difficult to build by docking.

A large number of QSAR models on kinase inhibition have been reported and tyrosine kinases are among the most widely studied families. In this regard, Kurup et al.\(^20\) published a review of QSAR studies for the inhibitory activity of a very varied chemical data set toward five tyrosine kinases: epidermal growth factor receptor tyrosine kinase, platelet-derived growth factor receptor tyrosine kinase, fibroblast growth factor receptor tyrosine kinase of vascular endothelial growth factor receptor tyrosine kinase, and non receptor tyrosine kinase. They reported a huge amount of 40 QSAR equations using hydrophobicity, steric, and electronic descriptors. The authors did not use target information but they tried to establish target-ligand interaction hypothesis by comparing quality and descriptor occurrences on the models for different inhibitor data sets on the same target or the same inhibitor data set for different targets. Despite that rigor in this area, the authors used very intuitive descriptors, and although the stability of target-ligands were predicted with high crossvalidation accuracies, the use and generalization of 40 models, as well as their comparative interpretation is rather rough.

Kinase sequence information had also been correlated with inhibition selectivity. A novel approach combines the understanding of small molecules and target sequence and genes and, thereby, assists researchers in finding new targets for existing molecules or understanding selectivity and polypharmacology of molecules in related targets. Chemogenomics combines genomic data, structural biological data, classical dendrograms, and selectivity data to explore, define, and classify the medicinally relevant target space for any relevant biological system. Consequently, exploitation of this information in the discovery of kinase inhibitors defines practical kinase chemogenomics (kinonics).\(^58\) The authors presented the first dendrogram of kinases based entirely on small molecule selectivity data. They found that the selectivity dendrogram varied from sequence-based clustering due to the higher-level groupings of the smallest clusters, and it remains very comparable for closely homologous targets. As
In our study, we also employed ligand clustering to evaluate and to differentiate the ability of ligand cluster distributions in kinase families. Furthermore, optimum modeling of protein−ligand interactions was developed combining topological descriptors of targets and ligands. Autocorrelation vectors weighted by amino acids/residues and atomic properties encode target sequences and inhibitor structures. Those descriptors account for amino-acid distributions on the target sequences and atom distribution on the 2D sketch of the inhibitor molecules. Furthermore, while combining topological autocorrelation features, interactions between target and ligand structures are encoded in a conformation-independent set of descriptors. The most relevant autocorrelation features were found to be thermodynamic transfer hydrophobicity ($H_t$), solvent-accessible reduction ratio ($R_v$) and solvent-accessibility area for native state ASA$_N$, which encode a kinase inhibitor pattern, defined by the distributions of hydrophobicity/polarity states along the sequence. At the same time, the differential affinity of ligands toward kinases was ruled by the distributions of atomic volume and electronegativity on the 2D structure sketches. To the best of our knowledge, our study is the first model for predicting inhibition data on 62 kinases and a wide chemical space, which allows discriminating between stable and unstable inhibition complexes with adequate accuracies about 82% for training set crossvalidation and test set prediction. The predictor is available online at http://gibk21.bse.kyutech.ac.jp/AUTOkin/SVMpredictor.html.

5. CONCLUSIONS

Classical QSAR studies are mainly ligand-based approaches whereas PCM also consider target structural information for predicting binding affinities. SVMs trained with PCs extracted from the structural fragment interaction and topological autocorrelation interaction matrices could classify the stability of a large data set of kinase inhibition complexes. We applied the fragment and topological approximations to the proteochemometric modeling for the inhibition of 62 kinases from 19 protein families. The topological model was superior to the fragment-based classifier with maximum crossvalidation accuracies about 82% for training set crossvalidation and test set prediction. Furthermore, test set accuracies of the optimum topological classifier were very homogeneous across different kinase families and substructural fragments of the ligands. The present method can be applied to other protein−ligand interactions.
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